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stanisław Ignacy Witkiewicz – known as Witkacy – was narcissistic, hedonistic, and prone
to dabbling in the demonic. an avant-garde painter, playwright and novelist, Witkacy had
a manic appetite for pornography, orgies, and mind-altering substances. He wrote to his
wife of his erotic adventures, all the while telling her how much he loved her, how their
marriage was ideal.  “Husserl read for the second time is extraordinary, yet I hold against
him too much dogmatism in his thesis of absolute truth and too little evidence of
necessity,” Witkacy wrote to his wife in one letter.1 “a man must have many women and
a life together with one is only a form of onanism,” Witkacy wrote in another.2 He was
ever on the brink of madness. to his friends he indulged continually in threats of suicide.
When he turned to philosophy, it was with the goal of “creating metaphysics with the
absolute exclusion of god.”3

Witkacy first met roman Ingarden, Husserl’s erstwhile student, in 1924 in toruń,
where Ingarden attended a lecture by Witkacy – who did not make a very good first
impression. He read too quickly, and what he read was somewhat opaque. moreover, he
prefaced the lecture by telling the audience that he might not be able to perform very
well, given that he had thus far that evening consumed too little alcohol. to Ingarden,
Witkacy appeared cavalier and pretentious, “as if internally uncrystallized.”4

Witkacy, the artist, was also an aesthetic theorist who followed the avant-garde ethos
of breaking with representation, decoupling form and content and inverting their
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traditional hierarchy. His aesthetic program of “Pure Form” involved treating “pictures as
certain constructions of shapes imbued with a life of their own, possessing a formal unity
independent of the objects being depicted.” Witkacy set pictures as Pure Form in opposition
to pictures as “some kind of reflection or individual interpretation of the visible world.”5

“Form as the construction of the complete work is everything,” he declared, “and so called
‘content’ is an inessential addition.”6

Ingarden regarded Witkacy’s Pure Form as “insufficiently precise” – but no matter:
with Ingarden, Poland’s most important philosopher of aesthetics, Witkacy never spoke
about aesthetic theory.7 It was only aer a 1935 encounter in Zakopane that the two men
grew close, and by then Witkacy had lost interest in aesthetic theory and turned to
ontology. nazism had come to power in germany, and stalinism in the soviet union.
Józef Piłsudski died, and Poland’s fate was uncertain. But Ingarden and Witkacy never
spoke about politics. ey spoke only about pure philosophy.8

Witkacy shared with both Husserl and Freud a desire to probe the essence of
subjectivity.  Witkacy’s ideas were often closer to Freud’s, yet it was Husserl who was
Witkacy’s obsession, his philosophical nemesis, the object of his graphomaniacal assaults.
a disembodied Husserl appeared time and again in Witkacy’s hallucinogenic Bildungsroman,
Nienasycenie (Insatiability). 

Written in 1927, Insatiability told the story of genezip (“Zip”), who lost his virginity
to a princess, faced an invasion of communist china, and ultimately encountered the
pill of murti-Bing that allowed for the transcendence of the self through the dissolution
into a unity.9 the themes of the novel were “life’s diabolical possibilities;” obscenity,
madness and disgust; metaphysical horror and the demonic nature of sexuality; and the
desirability of death. Witkacy wrote not only of orgies, but also of “metaphysical
masturbation” – that is, philosophical solipsism and problems related to it: “the essentially
non-dimensional ego” and its splitting; the inconstancy of the “I”; and the inability to
come to terms with the alien ego of the other. 

e characters in Insatiability struggled with the unbearable burden of subjectivity. e
composer Putricides tenzer, with whom the young Zip had a sexual encounter in the woods
and whose kiss was revolting, “perceived more clearly than ever the awesome truth of the
futility of transcending the bounds of one’s own ego.”10 e ego held its victim captive, yet
it was simultaneously fragile – subject to synchronic splits and inconstancies across time.
at one point Zip’s “ego collapsed in a pile of random, disconnected, indeterminate states.
e latter were ‘intentional acts,’ as posited by the phenomenologists: suspended in a void,
impersonal.”11 Husserl hovered ever in the background, a foil for the omniscient narrator’s
rebellion. e princess to whom Zip lost his virginity said to a Jewish logician who appeared,

Ha, ha! oh, do be serious, mr. Benz. In one breath you mention Bergson, the biggest
blagueur in the history of philosophy, and Husserl, a truly inspired madman whose
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mistakes are worth a hundred times more than all the correct assertions of academic
pseudoprudes too squeamish for introspection in psychology, even for conceding they
exist as far as logical symbols are concerned.12

By the 1930s, Witkacy’s preoccupation was with the “I.” He defined his own concept of
“Particular existence” (Istnienie Poszczególne) against Husserl’s transcendental ego. In
Insatiability, erasmus kotzmolochowicz, the Quartermaster general of the Polish army,
explained that Particular existence, unlike Husserl’s transcendental ego, was an ego
inextricably joined to an empirical body, a self that retained its identity over time. “Being
this and no other, once and for all eternity,” kotzmolochowicz said, “is a property of
Particular existence; only it can refer to itself as ‘I’—not ‘I’ as an abstraction flitting from
one body to another like a butterfly from flower to flower, but something unique, joined
to the body indissolubly.”13

Witkacy explained that by “I” he meant “I” “not in the sense of ‘pure consciousness,’
because that is a falsification of reality by the ‘phenomenological attitude,’ but in the
sense of the concept of an actual ‘I,’ that is, a spatial-temporal Particular existence, an
individual, a live creature.”14 In his letters to Ingarden, Witkacy insistently rejected
Husserl’s “pure consciousness” (czysta świadomość). there could be no pure self without
content (czysta jaźń bez treści), Witkacy protested. the body and consciousness had to
be connected; the self had to be located in time and space; an “I” demanded spatiality
and extension.15 touching a table and touching one’s skin were two different things; one’s
own body was not just an object like other objects, Witkacy wrote (expressing in essence
the distinction between Leib and Körper central to edith stein’s analysis of Einfühlung).
this living body could not be separated from consciousness.16 to Witkacy Husserl was
committing a fatal error: he “constantly passes over the body and gazes at the world
through eyes hanging in the air.” “Husserl,” Witkacy wrote, “has no body.”17
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